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ART AND CRAFT  
PTE MOCK EXAMINATION 
MARCH/APRIL 2019 
TIME: 2 ½ HRS 

 
INSTRUCTION TO CANDIDATES  

1. This paper consist of THREE sections, A, B and C  
2. Answer all questions in section A and B 
3. In section C, answer question 6 (compulsory) and any other ONE question.  
4. Candidates should answer the question in English   

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY  

SECTION  QUESTION  MAX. SCORE  CANDIDATES 
SCORE.  

A 1 10  

2 05  

3 05  

B 4 10  

5 10  

C 6 10  

 10  

TOTAL SCORE 60  

SECTION A (20 MARKS) 

Answer ALL questions in this section  

1. (a) What is the meaning of the term interstice in the mosaic picture making    (1mk)  

              

(b) Explain the following terms in painting  

(i) Tinting              

(ii) Shading              

(c) Describe two characteristics of the descriptive realism stage in child art    (1mk)  

              

(d) Identify two resist techniques used in fabric decoration      (1mk)  

              

(e) Describe the following types of relief sculptures       (1mk)  

(i) Bus relief              

(ii) Low relief              
(f) State two reasons for administering first aid to a casualty      (1mk)  
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(g) By aid of sketches differentiate between precast and cast- in – sity bintel    (1mk)  

 (h) Illustrate the following of lines used in technical drawing  

 i) Centre line            
 ii) Dotted line            
  (i) Lebel the part marked x         (1mk)  

(j) What causes cup shake in timber        (1mk) 

              

2 (a) State two functions of a poster        (2mks) 

              

(b) From imagination construct the word “ground” with serif     (3mks) 

3. Make an isometric drawing of a brick indicating clearly all the dimensions    (5mks)  

SECTION B: (20 MARKS)  

Answer both questions in this section  

4(a) Identify two weaving techniques         (2mks)  

              

(b) You are to teach the topic weaving to a Std 7 class explain how you would introduce the lesson (1mk)  

              

(c) State four activities you would include to teach the lesson      (4mks)  

              

5 You are to teach Std. 7 a topic on manufactured boards  

(a) State two objectives of the lesson         (2mks)  

              

(b) Outline four advantages of manufactured board of a natural timber boards    (4mks)  

              

(c) List four types of manufactured boards that you will mention during the lesson   (4mks)  
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SECTION C: (20 MARKS)  

Answer question 6 in the space provided and any other 1 question from this section in the spaces 
provided  

6 (a) Batik is a team in fabric decoration explain        (2mks)  

              

(b) Describe how you would decorate a fabric in two colours using a Batik technique   (8mks)  

              
(c) Explain the teachers role during the practical activity       (2mks)  

              

(d) Highlight two ways of assessing learners completed work      (2mks)  

              

7 The following items have been provided in wood workshop: Timber 100mm x 50mm x 600mm, cross-
cut saw, jack plane, tape measure, marking gauge, pencil, tenol saw, tri-square, befell chisel and marlet. 
Outline the steps for making a tenol and mortise joint       (10mks)  

            

8 (a) Identify and explain two qualities of kaoline clay       (2mks)  

              

(b) Mentioning tools and materials explain the clay preparations process     (8mks)   


